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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common forms of cancer in

Western nations, it is however uncommon in sub-Saharan Africa. In South

Africa there is an approximate ten-fold lower incidence of CRC in black

patients compared to Caucasian patients. This could be due to differences in

lifestyles and environment that exist between the various population groups.

Underlying molecular events could also account for the difference in

susceptibility to colorectal cancer.

Mutations in the Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS) gene, STK11, predispose to

amongst others colorectal cancer. To examine the role of this gene in South

African patients with CRC, DNA from 208 tumours (104 black patients, 104

Caucasian patients) was screened for STK11 mutations via PCR-SSCP

analysis. In total 8 novel missense mutations, one of which was germline,

were identified in seven tumours (-3.4% 7/208) from 5 black and two

Caucasian patients. One tumour from a Caucasian patient was found to be a

compound heterozygote. Peutz-Jeghers syndrome was thus diagnosed in

0.96% (1/104) of black patients via a germ line mutation.

Thus 4.8% (5/104) of tumours from black patients and 1.9% (2/104) of

tumours from Caucasian patients harbour STK11 missense mutations. In

addition, 3 synonymous and 5 intronic mutations were detected in a further 73

tumours from black patients, whereas only 3 synonymous and 5 intronic

mutations were detected in 25 tumours from Caucasian patients. The present

study is the sixth to suggest that somatic mutation of the STK11 gene in

sporadic colorectal cancer of Caucasians is an infrequent event. However,

this is only the second study of a non-Western population to show somatic

mutations in sporadic cases of CRC. Furthermore with regard to the anatomic

site of tumours with somatic missense mutations, the present study found that

for black patients 7.69% (2/26) of the left-sided tumours, 2% (1/50) of rectal

tumours and 4.54% (1/22) of right-sided tumours harboured mutations. Thus

the frequency of missense mutations of left-sided CRC tumours compared to

 
 
 



right-sided tumours was not significantly elevated (x.2 -test, 1df, p = 0.881) in

the black population.

This study represents the first investigation into the role of the STK11 gene in

putative sporadic cases of CRC from both black and Caucasian South African

patients. The observed mutations clearly show that mutations of the STK11

gene are infrequent in the CRCs of the South African Caucasian population,

and more frequent in the South African black population. This may be a

reflection of the differences in lifestyle and incidence of CRC in the different

populations.

 
 
 



Kolorektale kanker is een van die mees algemeenste vorms van kanker in

Westerse nasies. Dit is egter nie so algemeen in sub-Sahara Afrika nie. In

Suid Afrika is daar 'n ongeveer tien maal laer insidensie van kolorektale

kanker in swart pasiente in vergelyking met wit pasiente. Hierdie verskil kan

wees as gevolg van verskille in lewenstyl en omgewingstoestande wat heers

tussen die twee groepe. Onderliggende molekulere gebeurtenisse kan ook 'n

rol speel by die verskille in vatbaarheid vir kolorektale kanker.

Mutasies in die Peutz-Jeghers syndroom (PJS) geen, STK11, lei tot 'n

vatbaarheid vir onder andere kolorektale kanker. Om die rol van hierdie geen

in Suid Afrikaanse pasiente te ondersoek was DNA van 208 tumore (104

swart pasiente, 104 wit pasiente) deur middel van die polimerase ketting

reaksie en enkel draad konformasie polimorfisme analise ondersoek. In totaal

was daar 8 missense mutasies, waarvan een kiemlyn, ge"identifiseer in sewe

tumors (-3.4% 7/208) van 5 swart en twee wit pasiente. Een tumor was 'n

saamgestelde heterosigoot. Dus was Peutz-Jeghers sind room gediagnoseer

in 0.96% (1/104) van die swart pasiente deur middel van 'n kiemlyn mutasie.

Dus het 4.8% (5/104) van tumore van swart pasiente en 1.9% (2/104) van

tumore van wit pasiente STK11 missense mutasies. Addisioneel was daar 3

sinonieme en 5 intronies mutasies geidentifiseer in 'n verdere 73 tumore van

swart pasiente, waar daar slegs 3 sinonieme en 5 introniese mutasies

geidentifiseer was in 25 tumore van wit pasiente. Die huidige studie is die

sesde om voor te stel dat somatiese mutasies van die STK11 geen in

sporadies kolorektale kankers in wit pasiente 'n rare verskynsel is. Dit is egter

slegs die tweede studie van 'n non-westerse populasie om somatiese

mutasies te kry in sporadiese kolorektale gevalle. Verder in verband met die

anatomiese posisie van tumore met somatiese missense mutasies het hierdie

studie gevind dat in die swart pasiente 7.69% (2/26) van die linker tumore, 2%

(1/50) van rektale tumore en 4.54% (1/22) van regter tumore mutasies het.

Dus was daar geen merkwaardige veskil in die frekwensie van missense

mutasies wat gevind was in linkerkantse an regterkantse kolorektale kanker

tumore in die swart populasie nie (X2 -test. 1df, p = 0.881).

 
 
 



Hierdie studie is die eerste ondersoek om te bepaal of die STK11 geen 'n rol

speel in beide wit en swart Suid Afrikaners met vermoede sporadiese

kolorekatale kanker. Die gevonde mutasies dui daarop dat mutasies in die

STK11 geen 'n rare veskynsel is in die wit Suid Afrikaanse populasie en meer

gereeld voorkom in die swart Suid Afrikaanse populasie. Dit kan 'n refleksie

wees van die verskille wat heers tussen die lewensstyl en voorkoms van

kolorektale kanker in die verskillende populasies.
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Cancer arises from the abnormal and uncontrolled division of cells. These cells

then invade and destroy the surrounding tissues. (Oxford concise medical

dictionary, 1998) At the cellular level such abnormal behaviour of cells can be

contributed to genetic alterations. These genetic mutations can be passed

through the germline, but are predominantly somatic in origin. Such mutations

can be acquired in the somatic cells during normal cell division or via

environmental carcinogens such as cigarette smoking, radiation and toxic

chemicals. The importance of inherited mutations should, however not be

overlooked as the study of mutations in the genes responsible for heritable

cancers provide valuable insights into the molecular origins of both inherited as

well as sporadic forms of cancer (Hodgson and Maher, 1993).

There appears to be two types of genes involved in the different forms of cancer.

Firstly where mutations in the gene lead to a gain in function (oncogenes) and

secondly genes in which both alleles have loss of function (tumour suppressor

genes).

The word oncogene is derived from the Greek onkas for mass or tumour. In their

native state oncogenes do not possess the ability to transform cells and are

referred to as proto-oncogenes. Oncogenes are thus mutated proto-oncogenes

that induce or maintain cell transformation (Hodgson and Maher, 1993;

Latchman, 1997).

The biochemical mechanisms by which proto-oncogenes act can be classified
into four groups. Proto-oncogenes act as growth factors, receptors to growth

factors, can phosphorylate proteins with serine, threonine and tyrosine as

 
 
 



substrates, they also transmit signals by GTPases, and have also been found to

encode transcription factors thus controlling gene expression (Bishop, 1991).

Tumour suppressor genes restrain cell growth under normal conditions. However,

when both the alleles of this gene are inactivated cells can grow and divide in an

abnormal manner. The classic "two-hit" hypothesis was proposed by Alfred

Knudson in 1971 to explain the above- mentioned occurrence. The so-called first

hit is when a mutational event is present in the germline or somatic cell of one

allele while the second hit is a subsequent somatic alteration in the normal allele

of the same cell. The loss of both alleles then gives rise to cancer (van Rensburg,
1997).

To date several tumour suppressor genes have been identified and it has become

a rather difficult task to clearly classify the role of these genes in the

carcinogenetic pathway. Kinzler and Vogelstein (1998) proposed the following

three epithets to categorise the different types of tumour suppressor genes;

'gatekeeper', 'caretaker' and 'landscaper' tumour suppressor genes.

Gatekeepers are the subset of tumour suppressor genes that prevent cancer

through direct control of cellular growth. Inactivation of these genes lead to new

and abnormal growth, subsequent restoration of the gene function shows marked

suppression of neoplastic growth. Hence the name 'gatekeeper', as the gene

functions to prevent runaway growth (Kinzler and Vogelstein., 1998; Macleod,
2000).

'Caretaker' tumour suppressor genes

It is a well-known fact that DNA replication is error prone and that a repair system

exists to correct such mistakes. The genes that perform this function are referred
to as 'caretaker' genes. If these genes were mutated and consequently produced

faulty products, incapable of repairing the mismatched nucleotides, mutations

 
 
 



would accumulate at various sites throughout the genome that could potentially

lead to cancerous growth. Unlike the 'gatekeeper' genes, restoration of function

after the initiation of neoplastic growth does not suppress the growth as these

genes have an indirect affect on the cancer causing mutations (Kinzler et al.,

1998; Macleod, 2000; van Rensburg, 1997).

The last class of tumour suppressor genes also act in an indirect manner. The

'landscaper' gene is postulated to control the microenvironment in which the

tumour growth takes place. It is proposed that this is accomplished via the

regulation of extra cellular matrix proteins, adhesion proteins, secreted growth

factors and cell surface proteins. If the function of the 'landscaper' gene is lost the

microenvironment will change to promote abnormal growth of adjacent epithelial

cells thus increasing the risk of neoplastic transformation (Kinzler et al., 1998;

Macleod, 2000).

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common forms of cancer in Western

nations, it is however uncommon in sub-Saharan Africa. American white males

have the highest incidence of CRC estimated at 46.5 affected individuals per 100

000 population. Black Americans do not have a much lower rate with 38.6/100

000. White South African males have an incidence of 24.7/100 000, whereas

black South African males have only 2.1 affected individuals per 100 000. On

average females tend to have a lower incidence of CRC. White South African

females have a incidence of 19.3/10~ O~O and the Black South African female

population has a very low incidence of 1.6/100 000 (Sitas et al., 1998).

Of the types of cancer occurring within each population CRC ranks third in white

South African males and only tenth in black South African males. In females a

very similar situation is noted with CRC being the second most common form of

cancer within white females and seventh most common in black South African
females (Sitas et al., 1998).

 
 
 



The approximately ten-fold lower incidence of CRC in black South Africans could

be due to differences in lifestyles and environment that exist between the various

population groups. Underlying molecular events could also account for the

difference in susceptibility to colorectal cancer between the white and black South
Africans.

More than 90 percent of all colon cancers that are reported each year are

sporadic. Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer accounts for 5 to 10 percent

of colorectal cancer and polyposis syndromes only one percent. Hodgson and

Maher, 1993. Patients with hereditary colorectal cancer should be aware of the

family history to ascertain the risk of contracting colorectal cancer. Table 1.1

summarises the empirical risk estimates for individuals with a family history of
colorectal cancer.

Family history Lifetime risk

One first degree relative 1 in 17

One first degree relative under 45 years 1 in 10

One first and one second degree relative 1 in 12
Both parents ) 1 in 8.5

Two first degree relatives
',~-~

1 in 6

Three first degree relatives 1 in 2

Clinically a number of distinct syndromes, which predispose to colorectal cancer,

are recognised. The majority of which are inherited in an autosomal dominant

manner thus putting offspring at a 50% risk of inheriting the predisposing

mutation. Three groups of syndromes are recognised. SyndromeS associated

with large amounts of adenomatous polyps, each having malignant potential. The

APe gene is known to be associated with these syndromes. Mismatch repair

genes such as hMSH2 are associated with the second type of syndrome with a

smaller number of adenomatous polyps, but which seem to have greater

malignant potential. The third type of syndrome predisposes patients to

 
 
 



hamartomatous polyps, such syndromes appear to be associated with a less

severe increase in risk of developing eRC (Bishop and Hall, 1994). Peutz-

Jeghers syndrome falls into this last category of syndromes displaying a

predisposition to colorectal cancer. (Rustgi, 1994).

 
 
 



Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS), a rare autosomal dominant disorder was

probably described for the first time in the late 19th century by a London surgeon,

Jonathan Hutchinson. He reported the phenotype of identical twin sisters with

spots on the lips and the buccal mucosa. He however did not recognise the
connection between polyps and these spots. J.L.A. Peutz made this link in 1921

after which H. Jeghers made a further contribution by giving a more complete

description of the syndrome in 1944. Hence the syndrome was dubbed Peutz-

Jeghers syndrome (Hemminki, 1999; McGarrity et al., 2000).

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome has several clinical manifestations, which is

characterised by skin and mucosal lentigines, hamartomatous polyps of the

gastrointestinal tract and an increased risk of cancer.

Melanocytic macules occur primarily on the lips, bucal mucosa, eyes, nostrils and

perianal areas of patients affected with this syndrome. A photographic

representation of these spots is given in Figure 2.1A. These pigmented blemishes

can also be found on the fingers and dorsal and ventral aspects of the hands and

feet. The skin pigmentation can vary in colour ranging from bluish black to blue to

dark brown (Figure 2.1B). They usually tend to fade with increasing age.

Pigmentation in the buccal mucosa occasionally persists to adulthood. To date

this hyper-pigmentation has not been found to undergo malignant transformation

(Hemminki, 1999; McGarrity et al., 2000).

 
 
 



Figure 2.1 Melanin pigmentation of the lips and surrounding areas of a
patient with Peutz-Jeghers syndrome.

Patients with PJS present with hamartomatous polyps of the gastrointestinal

tract. Such polyps occur mainly in the small intestine with the jejunum being the

most common site followed by the ileum and duodenum (Figure 2.2). Polyps also

occur in the colon and stomach but at a lower frequency. These polyps can

become very large in size often causing intussusception (McGarrity et al. 2000).

Intussusception is the vagination of one part of the bowel into another resulting

in abdominal pain and rectal bleeding (Oxford concise colour medical dictionary,

1998).

Transverse colon
Duodenum

Hepatic flexure
Ascending colon

Cecum

Splenic flexure
Jejunum
Descending colon
Ilium
Sigmoid
Rectum

Figure 2.2 The colon and related organs
The colon can be divided into the rectum, sigmoid, descending colon, splenic flexure, transverse colon, hepatic flexure.
ascending colon and cecum. The rectum up to the splenic flexure forms the left-sided colon (indicated in blue) and the
transverse colon to the cecum the right-sided colon (indicated in red).
Picture courtesy of Karen Briedenhann

 
 
 



An 18-fold relative risk of intestinal as well as extra-intestinal cancer was

reported by Gardiello et a/. (1987). If cancer is contracted there is an estimated

48% chance that the patient will succumb to this disease by the age of 57

(Spigelman et a/., 1989). Cancer of the colon, rectum, stomach, small intestine,

thyroid, pancreas, breasts, ovaries, sex cord and testicles have been reported in

PJS patients.

The clinical features listed above are seemingly clear-cut, this is however not the

case as many of these symptoms overlap with those of other syndromes with

different genetic loci. The distinction between PJS and Carney complex (CC,

chromosome 2p16) for instance can be rather challenging as both have the same

pigmentation anomalies, both present with thyroid, ovarian and testicular cancers.

In PJS as well as CC Sertoli cell tumours (rare type of testicular tumour) lead to

feminisation. Single cases of intestinal polyposis and pancreatic tumours have

also been reported in CC patients. Furthermore both syndromes are inherited in

an autosomal dominant fashion. There are however certain tumours that occur

exclusively in CC patients these are; heart myxomas, skin myxomas,

neurofibromas and tumours of the anterior pituitary gland, (leading to an

overproduction of growth hormone and thus an enlargement of the hands, feet

and the face). These tumours may however not be present in all the patients with

CC (Stratakis et a/., 1998).

Similar phenotypic overlap can be seen between PJS and Cowden disease (CD,

cromosome 10q23). Mucocutaneous pigmentation occur in both syndromes along

with thyroid, ovarian, breast and testicular cancers (Luuko et a/., 1999). Brain

tumours occur in several patients with CD, but has not been reported in PJS.

Both these syndromes are associated with hamartomatous polyps, but in CD

these hamartomas lack the smooth muscle infiltration of polyp stroma as is

characteristic of PJS (Hemminki, 1999). Despite the overlap in phenotypic

presentation it is difficult but possible to make a distinction between PJS, CD and
CC.

 
 
 



Linkage of PJS to two loci, 19p13.3 and 19q13.4, was reported (Mehenni et al.,

1997). This pointed to the possibility of heterogeneity. In 1998 the gene on

chromosome 19p13.3 was identified independently by two groups. (Hemminki et

al., 1998; Jenne et aI, 1998). Germline mutations in this gene variously known as

STK11 or LKB1 were identified. Subsequent to cloning various other authors

found mutations within the gene and are summarised in Appendix A.

However not all PJS families have mutations within this gene. One group noticed

a marked increased risk of primitive biliary adenocarcinoma in patients with PJS,

but without STK11 alterations, providing further evidence for the presence of a

second locus (Olschwang et al., 2001). Since this paper was published no further

advances have been made regarding the second locus therefore leaving the main

focus on STK11.

The STK11 gene extends over 23 kb of genomic DNA and consists of nine exons.

The 3'-UTR extends over 1449 bp and the 5'-UTR is approximately 338 bp long.

This gene is spliced in an unusual U12 snRNA dependant manner as a result of

the following unusual characteristics. Intron 2 of this gene begins with

ATATCCTT and ends with CCCAC thus deviating from the usual GT/AG splice

junctions (Jenne et al., 1998). A graphical representation of the STK11 gene is

given in Figure 2.3.

~
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Figure 2.3:Schematic illustration of STK11 genomic structure
Black boxes indicate the 5'-UTR and the 3'-UTR. The grey boxes represent exons.

 
 
 



STK11 encodes a 60-kDa serine threonine kinase consisting of 434 amino acid

residues. This protein is expressed in all tissues with varied levels, with

expression being particularly high in the testis and fetal liver. This widespread

expression is consistent with the inflated risk of several cancer types associated

with PJS. Expression studies of STK11 in the small intestine have been carried

out. Intestinal epithelium consist of stem cells localised near the bottom of the

crypt, where cells divide, differentiate and migrate up the villli. Near the tip of the

villi cells can either extrude into the lumen or undergo apoptosis. Apoptic cells

occur mainly in the crypt. STK11 is detected in both the apoptotic regions, at

particularly high levels in dying cells, thus indicating involvement of STK11 in

apoptosis of intestinal epithelial cells. (Reviewed by Yoo et a/., 2002)

The kinase domain (amino acids 50-319) of the STK11 protein shows homology

to a large number of human and other proteins (Hemminki,1999; Tiainen et a/.,

1999). This is not surprising as the eukaryotic protein kinases make up one of the

largest super-families in gene and protein homology (Hanks and Hunter, 1995).

There are however two proteins that have significant homology to human STK11

both within the kinase domain as well as outside this region. These are Xenopus

egg and embryo kinase (XEEK1) and Mouse Lkb1. Mouse Lkb1 (mLkb1) shows a

higher level of homology particularly in the kinase domain with 96,2% identity
(Smith et a/., 1999).

The STK11 protein acts as a tumour suppressor gene. Loss of heterozygosity

(LOH) was found in 70% of patients with PJS with a STK11 germline mutation.

(Miyaki et aI, 2000; Gruber et aI, 1998) Further evidence for the tumour

suppressor function was provided by a study conducted on mLkb1 (Tiainen et a/.,

1999). In this study tumour cell lines were identified showing severely reduced

mRNA levels and impaired Lkb1 kinase activity. When reintroduced into these

cells Lkb1 had a growth suppression activity shown to be mediated through a G1

cell cycle block. Note should be made however that normal proliferating cells also

express Lkb1 and thus expression of this gene per se is not sufficient to suppress

cellular growth (Tiainen et a/" 1999).

 
 
 



An exception to the observation that mutational events result in inactivation of the

protein was found where a mutational event did not result in loss of kinase

activity, but could still be considered disease causing as the sub-cellular location

of the protein was altered. Wild type STK11 is localised both in the cytoplasm as

well as in the nucleus. This particular mutation (9 bp del, codon 303-306 as given

in Appendix A) resulted in accumulation of the product in the nucleus with no

protein in the cytoplasm thus indicating a loss of cytoplasmic retention ability,

which could be vital for the physiological function of STK11. This loss of

cytoplasmic retention ability of STK11 is speculated to be due to the inability of

the protein to interact with and phosphorylate its substrate protein (Nezu et al.,

1999). The nuclear accumulation of this mutant led to the search for possible

nuclear localisation domains. By fusing Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein

(EGFP) to four deleted regions of the protein (amino acids 88-433, 1-88, 1-45

and, 43-88) as well as wild type protein the cellular location of the proteins could

be shown. Accumulation in the nucleus of EGFP fused to amino acids 43-88

when expressed in COS7 cells indicated that the nuclear localisation signal (NLS)

is located in this region (Nezu et al., 1999). In another study, Smith et al. (1999)

followed a similar approach with mLkb1, but first identified a region analogous to

a known NLS. The region identified spans from amino acids 37-42 comprising of

amino acids PRRKRA and is conserved between the mLkb1, human LKB1 and

frog homolog XEEK. This domain is similar to PKKKRKV, which is a known NLS

in SV40 large T antigen. When the sequence QPRRRKRAK containing the

presumed NLS was fused with the N-terminus EGFP and expressed in COS cells

it resulted in nuclear localisation (Smith et al., 1999). There seems to be two

potential NLS located at amino acids 38-43 and amino acids 81-84. The latter

study however postulates that the concentration of EGFP in the nucleus most

likely results from passive entry of NLS-EGFP into the nucleus and does not

reflect the normal function of the putative mLkb1 NLS sequence.

STK11 seems to be regulated by phophorylation at Ser431
, which is critical for the

protein to perform its function. Ser431 is located six amino acids away from the C-

terminal in the sequence Lys-Xaa-Arg-Arg-Xaa-Ser (Xaa refers to any amino

acid). This sequence is highly conserved between all known mammalian LKB1

 
 
 



sequences as well as in XEEK1. This particular Serine was shown to be

phosphorylated in vitro by cAMP-dependant protein kinase (PKA), p90 ribosomal

S6 kinase (p90RSK
), Mitogen and stress stimulated protein kinase (MSK1), and

p70 ribosomal S6 kinase (S6K1), which are all members of the AGC kinase group

(Collins et al., 2000; Sapkota et al., 2001). This was demonstrated by producing

STK11 mutants via the substitution of Ser431 with either Ala or Asp and

subsequently testing the ability to suppress cell growth of G361 melanoma cells.

These cells are known not to contain STK11 and reintroduction of wild type

protein arrests cellular growth. The mutated versions (S4310 and S431A) failed

to have the same effect. This finding could imply that phosphorylation of Ser431 is

necessary for STK11 to perform its function as a growth suppressor. In vivo p90

RSK and PKA rather than MSK1, and S6K1 mediate the phosphorylation of Ser431
.

This phosphorylation by p90 RSK and PKA occurs in response to agonists

identified as Forskolin (an adenylated cyclase activator), 12-0-

tetradecanoylphorbl-13 acetate (TPA), epidermal growth factor (EGF), and

insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1). These signal transduction pathways are

demonstrated in Figure 2.4.

Forskolin TPAlEGF IGF-1/EGF

t t t
Adenyl cyclase cRAF Phoshatidylinositol 3-kinase, , ,

Cyclic-AMP MKK1 3-phoshoinositide-dependent, protein kinase

ERK112

+
I ,

PKA MSK1 p90RSK S6K1

/'
5e•..•31

Figure 2.4 Phosphorylation of the 5TK11 5er431 by p90RSK and PKA

 
 
 



In the human homologue Ser431 is followed by Ala-Cys-Lys-Gln-Gln. The Cys

located two residues closer to the C-terminal than Ser is located in a consensus

sequence known as the CAAX motif where C is the amino acid cysteine (cys

433), A is any aliphatic amino acid except alanine and X represents the C-

terminal amino acid. The CAAX motif mediates the prenylation of many proteins

(Sapkota et al., 2001). Where prenylation is the addition of the 15 carbon farnesyl

group or the 20 carbon geranylgeranyl group to acceptor proteins. Both farnesyl

as well as geranylgeranyl are isopropenoid groups derived from the cholesterol

biosynthetic pathway (Campbell, 1995). The cysteine in STK11 is no exception to

this rule and is prenylated by the addition of a farnesyl group. This prenyalation

however was not found to be essential for STK11's ability to suppress cell growth,

but it was suggested that it could playa role in cellular location, it's interaction

with a regulatory substrate or perhaps the stability of the protein (Sapkota et al.,

2001).

Thus far four proteins have been identified which could act as substrates for

STK11. The tumour suppressor protein p53 was the only protein out of 50

routinely tested proteins that was phophorylated in vitro by wild-type STK11, but

not a catalytically inactive form of this protein. (Sapkota et al., 2001) In a further

study the Peutz-Jeghers gene product LKB1 appears to mediate p53-dependent

apoptosis. (Karuman et al., 2001) Functional p53 is also required in STK11

mediated induction of p21. Cytoplasmic STK11 induces G1 arrest by initiating a

signal cascade, which encroaches upon proper cell cycle function. This has been

shown to be due to initiation of the promoter of p21, which was found to be

specifically upregulated in STK11 transfected cells (Tiainen et a/., 2002).

Another more promising substrate is the very recently identified LKB1 interacting

protein (L1P1).The L1P1 gene located on chromosome 2q36 is expressed in a

wide range of tissues including the colon. This gene consists of 25 exons and

yields a protein of 1099 amino acids with a molecular weight of 121.4 kOa. L1P1is

a cytoplasmic protein, whereas STK11 is found mainly in the nucleus. However

when these two proteins are co-expressed the presence of STK11 in the

 
 
 



cytoplasm increases dramatically, indicating that L1P1 may be involved in

controlling the sub-cellular location of STK11. Further evidence of a functional link

between the proteins is that they both induce anteriorly truncated secondary body

axis when ectopically expressed in Xenopus embryos. They could therefore also

regulate the same signalling pathway. As the TGF~ superfamily are responsible

for the induction of secondary body axis both STK11 and L1P1may be involved in

the regulation of this particular pathway. This notion is further supported by the

interaction of L1P1and the TGF~-regulated transcription factor SMAD4. Through

this interaction L1P1forms a bridge between STK11 and SMAD4. Interestingly

SMAD4 mutations account for approximately one third of cases of juvenile

polyposis syndrome (JPS), which like PJS is characterised by gastrointestinal

harmatomatous polyps and an increased risk of gastrointestinal cancer. This

observation may suggest a mechanistic link between PJS and JPS. (Smith et al.,

2001)

STK11 also interacts and regulates brahma-related gene 1 (Brg1) an essential

component of chromatin remodelling complexes. The association occurs between

the amino terminus of STK11 'and the helicase domain of Brg1 and is required for

Brg1-induced growth arrest in the Brg1/retinoblastoma signalling pathway.

(Marignani et al., 2001)

To date six studies of relatively small sample size (23-75) have been conducted

to determine the involvement of the STK11 gene in sporadic colorectal cancer.

Four of these studies concluded that somatic mutations are rare in the STK11

gene (Avizienyte et al., 1998; Forster et a/2000; Resta et al., 1998; Launonen et

al., 2000; Wang et al., 1998) The remaining study, by Dong et al. (1998),

screened 23 CRCs and 26 adenomas of Korean patients and concluded that

somatic mutations are frequent in the STK11 gene. In this study seven mutations

were detected in colon tumours and two mutations in the adenomas which all

occurred in the left side of the colon. The authors thus came to the conclusion

that the anatomic site of the tumour, i.e. left-sided CRC, appears to coincide with

the occurrence of mutations.

 
 
 



This study forms part of an investigation into the molecular aetiology of colorectal

cancer in black and white South African patients. Since the STK11 gene

predisposes PJS patients to an increased risk of, amongst others, colorectal

cancer this study focuses on the involvement of this gene in sporadic colorectal

cancer patients. The objectives of this study are thus to determine the extent to

which this gene is involved in the CRCs (of both black and white patients) as well

as the nature of the mutations. In addition an assessment will be made of whether

the mutational events occur in left- or right-sided colon cancers.

 
 
 



CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Unless otherwise stated all chemicals used in this study were obtained from E

Merck Darmstadt, BDH Laboratory supplies or United States Biochemicals.

This is a retrospective study of 208 tumour samples from patients with CRC

attending; Kalafong and Pretoria Academic Hospitals (174) during the period

1985-1995, and Chris Hani-Baragwanath Hospital (34) from 1990-1995. Both

races were equally represented with 104 patients each. The study contained

more females (122) than males (83). The gender of the remaining 3 patients was

unknown. The Department of Histopathology (SAIMR) and the Department of

Anatomical Pathology (University of Pretoria) collected these samples for routine

diagnostic purposes. Prior to analysis the anonymity of the samples were

ensured.

The 104 patients, 50 male and 53 females ranged in age from 16 years to 83 and

have a mean age of 52.99 (± 16.43).

The 104 caucasian patients comprised, 35 males and 69 females with an age

range of 19 to 88 (mean age 65.22 ± 13.47).

Tumour and normal tissues were dissected from formalin-fixed paraffin

embedded sections with surgical blades. To extract the DNA, the flakes of tumour

and normal tissue were placed in separate eppendorf tubes to which 200,....1 of

 
 
 



extraction buffer (20mM Tris, pH8,4; 50mM KCI, 0,45% NP40, 0,45% Tween 20

was added. Proteinase K was added to a final concentration of 200 J.Ig/ml. The

samples were then incubated overnight at 54°C in a heating block. In order to

inactivate the proteinase K the samples were heated to 94°C for 10 min

quenched on ice and spun down. The supernatant was transferred to clean

eppendorf tubes and stored at 4°C. Throughout the procedures care was taken to

avoid sample to sample contamination.

Using the primers listed in Table 3.1 the complete coding sequences and splice

junctions of the STK11 gene was amplified (13 fragments) for single stranded

conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis. Originally exon 1 was amplified in

three overlapping fragments and later only two fragments. By combining the

forward primer of the first fragment with the reverse primer of the second

fragment the combined first fragment was obtained. For the combined second

fragment the forward primer of the second fragment was used with the reverse

primer of the third fragment Table 3.1. SSCP analysis was conducted by

performing radiolabeled PCR, followed by electrophoresis on a mutation detection

enhancement gel (MDE).

5'-End labelling of primers

The primer pairs described in Table 3.1 were 5'-end labelled with 32p according to

the method of Ausubel et al (1995). The reaction mixture with a total volume of

10J.lIcontained 20pmole primer, 10x Kinase buffer, 12 units T4-polynucleotide

kinase (Amersham) and 42J.1Ci[y_32p] ATP (7000Ci/mmol, ICN). The mixture was

incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Thereafter the T4enzyme was inactivated at 65°C

for 10 min, quenched on ice, spun down and stored at -20°C until required.

peR amplification of STK11 exons

Annealing temperatures (Tann) were calculated for each primer (obtained from

Integrated DNA Technologies), using the formula:

 
 
 



Tann = 0.41 (%GC) + 34.9°C (Eeles and Stamps, 1993)

Amplification conditions were then further optimised for each primer pair (Table

3.1)

Prime'" Primer sequence Product size Tenn [MgCI~

STK11-1AFb 5'-ctcagggct ggcggcggg act -3'

STK11-1ARb
163 bp 62°C 1,OmM

5'-ct tgcggcgcggctggtaga tga -3'
STK11-1BP' 5'-acgt tea t ccaccgca t cgac-3'

150 bp 60°C 1.5mM
STK11-1BRb 5'-gcacagcgtct ccgagt ccag-3'

STK11-1CFb 5'-t ct tacggcaaggtgaaggaggtg-3'
140 bp 58°C 1.5mM

STK11-1CRb 5'-ccgaccccagcaagcca tact ta-3'

STK11-1AP' 5'-ctcagggctggcggcgggact _3'
259 bp 62°C 1.5mM

STK11-1BRb 5'-gcacagcgtct ccgagt ccag-3'
STK11-1BFb 5'-acgt tcatccaccgca tcgac-3'

245 bp 58°C 1.5mM
STK11-1CRb 5'-ccgaccccagcaagcca tact ta-3'

STK11-2P: 5'-gaggt acgccact tccacag-3'
288 bp 58°C 1.5mM

STK11-2Rc 5'-ct t caaggagacggg aagag-3'

STK11-3P! 5'-tgagctgt gtgtcct t agcg-3'
196 bp 58°C 1.0mM

STK11-3Rd 5'-agt gt ggcctcacggaaa -3'

STK11-5Fb 5'-cctgagggctgcacggcacc-3'
213 bp 66°C 1.0mM

STK11-5Rb 5'-cccctcggagtgtgcgtgtggt-3'

STK11-7Fb 5'-tcacccagggcctgacaa cagag-3'
193 bp 66°C 1.5mM

STK11-7Rb 5'-gcagcctcggccccactg-3'

STK11-8P' 5'-gacaggcgccactgct t ctg-3'
271 bp 60°C 1.0mM

STK11-8Re 5'-ggaca tcctggccgagtcag-3'

STK11-9F' 5'-gtaagtgcgtccccgtggtg-3'
357 bp 59°C 1.0mM

STK11-9R' 5'-gtggca tccaggcgt tgtcc-3'

a) F and R indicate forward and reverse primers respectively. b) Dong at al., 1998. c) Avizienyte
et al., 1998. d) Avizienyteet a/., 1999. e) Wang et a/., 1998. f) Jenne et a/., 1998.

Exons four and six were optimised using PCR enhance system (In vitrogen Gibco

BRL) which contained Enhance buffer with and without enhance solution. (Table

3.2)

 
 
 



Prime'" Primer sequence Product
T.nn

[Enhance [MgSO..]size solution]

STK11-4Fb 5'-cggccccaggacgggtgt-3'
218 bp 60°C Ox 2.0mM

STK11-4Rb 5'-ctcagggagtgcccgggagg-3'

STK11-6Fb 5'-gaccacgcct t tct t ccct ccc-3'

STK11-6Rb
213 bp 60°C O,5x 1.0mM

5~cacaaaagccccgcctccct-~

All exons except for exons 3, 5 and 9 were directly amplified in a 1O~I reaction

containing radiolabelled primers. Due to the low yield of PCR product exons 3, 5

and 9 were sUbjected to two rounds of PCR. The second round was performed

with the addition of 10% DMSO and radiolabelled primers.

Briefly, the PCR reaction mixtures contained 10 X PCR buffer [20mM Tris.HCI (pH

8.4), 50mM KCI], appropriate concentration MgCI2, 25llM of each dNTP, 2pmole

of each primer, 0.2pmole 32P_end labelled forward and reverse primers, 1119

bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.5U Taq DNA polymerase, dH20 and 2111DNA in a

final reaction volume of 10lli.

The samples were subjected to thermal cycling (MJ-Research PTC 100) which

consisted of an initial denaturation for 4 min at 94°C, followed by 30 cycles of

denaturation at 94°C for 1 min, annealing for 1 min, and extension at 72°C for 1

min. A final extension step was performed at 72°C for 7 min.

To perform the SSCP analysis a 1:10 dilution of PCR product was made with

formamide loading buffer (95% formamide, 12,5mM EDTA, 0.25% bromophenol

blue). The diluted PCR product was then denatured at 95°C for five minutes,

cooled on ice prior to loading on an MDE gel.

The PCR products were separated on 0,6 x mutation detection enhancement gels

(MDE) (40cm x 30cm). This method relies on migrational differences of the

 
 
 



variable single stranded DNA conformations created via SSCP within the matrix

of the gel. The gels were electrophoresed in 0.6 x TBE (pH 8.3 10 x TBE; 89mM

Tris, 89mM boric acid, 20mM EDTA) at various Watts in a cold room (4°C). Exons

two and nine were electrophoresed at room temperature on MDE gels where the

TBE buffer was substituted with 1 x TME (pH 6.8, 30mM Tris, 35mM Mes, 1mM

EDTA) buffer for enhanced separation. Furthermore a fan was placed in front of

the gel in order to keep the gel at room temperature. The different electrophoretic

conditions ofthe exons of the STK11 gene are represented in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 MDE gel electrophoresis conditions for SSCP analysis of the
STK11 gene

Exon Power Run time
STK11-1A 8W 14 hrs
STK11-1B 8W 9hrs
STK11-2 10W BPB 5 cm from bottom of plate a

STK11-3 8W 9hrs
STK11-4 12W 9 hrs
STK11-5 8W 14 hrs

STK11-6 12W 9hrs
STK11-7 8W 9 hrs

STK11-8 8W 15 hrs

STK11-9 10W BPB 5cm from bottom of plate a

After electrophoresis was completed the gels were transferred to 3 MM

Whatman®1filter paper, covered with cling wrap and vacuum dried for 2 hours at

80°C. The gels were exposed to X-ray film [Fuji RX-U] at -70°C using an

intensifying screen and the images developed after adequate exposure was

obtained.

 
 
 



All DNA samples which displayed aberrant electrophoretic banding patterns via

SSCP analysis were sequenced to determine the mutations. Prior to sequencing

PCR product was treated with 10 units Exonuclease I and 2 units Shrimp alkaline

Phosphatase at 37°C for 15 min. Thereafter the samples were inactivated at 80°C

for 15 min.

Sequencing was performed according to the chain termination principle described

by Sanger et a/. (1977), utilising the Sequenase™2 PCR product sequencing kit

from Amersham using either forward or reverse primer and 35S dATP. The

sequencing reaction was carried out according to the manufacturer's

specifications with some modification. The PCR products were obtained using the

reaction described in section 3.3

Samples were heated at 75°C for 3 min prior to loading 3~1 on a 6%

polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed at 60 Watts (W) in 1X TBE buffer until

sufficient separation of the fragments was achieved. The gels were transferred to

3MM Whatman filter paper after completion of electrophoresis, covered with cling

wrap and vacuum dried for 2 hours at 80°C. The cling wrap was removed from

the dry gels prior to X-ray film [Fuji RX-U] exposure. The images on the film were

developed when adequate exposure was obtained.

Restriction enzyme digestion was employed to determine whether two of the

missense mutation F121 is present in a control group.

21
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Detection of F121with Bel I

For the T-.A mutation (F121) the restriction enzyme Bel I can be used to

differentiate between individuals harbouring the mutation and individuals who

don't. This mutation introduces a Bel I restriction site. The recognition site of this

restriction enzyme is indicated in Figure 3.1a. Digestion with Bel I results in two
,

fragments one of 72 bp and the other 91 bp (Figure 3.1b).

5' .. .t .•.gatca 3'

3' ...actag'" t 5'

b) 163 be
5' 3' Unaffected

tgtca individual

72bp 91 bp
5' 3' Affected

individual
t .••.gaca

t to c mutation indicated in bold letters in Figure 3.1 b.

Figure 3.1 Recognition sequence for Bel I and fragments created in
affected and unaffected individuals

The reaction mixture for the digestion was set up as follows: 18~1peR product,

2,5~1 Buffer (10mM Tris-HCI, 50mM NaCI, 10mM MgCI2, 10mM DTT), 10U Bell,

dH20 to a final reaction volume of 25~1. Digestion took place at 50°C for 1 hour.

Inactivation of the enzyme was accomplished by heating the samples to 95°C for

a period of 5 min. Loading buffer was added to each tube prior to loading 251.11of

the digested fragments onto a 3% agarose gel (Hispanagar) and run at 70V in 1 x
TBE.

 
 
 



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two hundred and eight patients were included in the study with an equal

representation of white and black patients. The age of diagnosis of two black

patients and one Caucasian patient is unknown. There is a significant difference

in the mean age between the black and Caucasian group (Student's t-distribution

df 203, p<0.0001). The mean age of the black patient population was 52.99 (±

16.43 years) and the Caucasian population was 65.22 (± 13.47 years). The age

ranges are 16 to 83 in the black population and 19 to 88 in the Caucasian

patients. In the black population 50 males and 53 females were included. The 104

Caucasian patients comprised, 35 males and 69 females.

Tumours located distal to the splenic flexure (excluding the rectum) were

classified as left-sided and those proximal to the splenic flexure as right-sided.

The tumours of the black patients consisted of 25.3% (26/104) left-sided, 21%

right-sided (22/104) and 48% (50/104) rectal cancers. The remaining 5.7%

(6/104) oftumours were of unknown colorectal origin. Twenty percent (21/104) of

the tumours from the Caucasian patients occurred in the right colon, 34.3%

(35/104) in the left colon and 40% (42/104) in the rectum. (Figure 4.1)

 
 
 



Right-6ided colon
21% (221104)black
20% (21/104)Caucasian

Left-6ided colon
25,3% (26/104) black
34,3% (35/104)Caucasian

Rectum
48% (50/104)black
40% (42/104) Caucasian

In the group as a whole (208 patients), 26.9% (56/208) had tumours in the left

colon, 46.63% had tumours in the rectum (97/208) and 20.67% (43/208) were

located in the right colon. The location of the remaining 5,8% of tumours is

unknown. Thus 47.6% (99/208) of the patients had tumours of the colon and

46.63% (97/208) of the patients had tumours in the rectum.

STK11 mutation analysis was carried out using exon-by-exon PCR SSCP

analysis. A number of samples showed aberrant migrating bands in various

exons. Representative autoradiographs of some of the exons are presented in

figure 4.2. Samples showing bands with altered mobility were sequenced.

 
 
 



EXON 3
~
~

Arrows indicate the position of the aberrant bands.

Figure 4.2 Representative examples of SSCP shifts detected in some of the
exons of the STK 11 gene

Of the mutations detected the vast majority (21) were single nucleotide changes

of which 8 were missense mutations, 5 synonymous mutations and 8 intronic

variants. The remaining mutation was a deletion in the intronic region. Of the

single base pair substitutions 6 were transversions and the remaining 15 were

transition mutations (Table 4.1), thus transitions were approximately 1,7 times

more frequent than transversions, which is in keeping with the expectation of

transition mutations to outweigh transversions. (Strachan and Read, 1997).

 
 
 



Table 4.1 Transitions and transversions in the STK11 gene of colorectal
cancer patients

Type of mutation Nt change Transitionltransversion
Missense (F121) c.34T->A Transversion

Missense (E16K) c.40G->A Transition

Missense (K83N) c.249G->T Transversion

Missense (188SIR) c.263T->G Transversion
Missense (V150M) c.448G->A Transition

Missense (D207N) c.619G->A Transition

Missense (A398V) c.1193C->T Transition

Missense (P411S) c.1231C->T Transition

Silent (1881) c.264C->A Transversion

Silent (Q123Q) c.369G->A Transition

Silent (T272T) c.816C->T Transition

Silent (N393N) c.1179C->T Transition

Silent (A414A) c.1251C->T Transition
Intronic IVS2+24G->T Transversion
Intronic IVS3+20G->A Transition
Intronic IVS3+29G->A Transition

Intronic IVS3+35G->A Transition

Intronic IVS3+37G->A Transition

Intronic IVS5+16C->T Transition

Intronic IVS6+20G->A Transition

Intronic IVS6+22C->A Transversion

Six of the transition mutations were C to T changes and 9 were G to A.

Transitions are thought to occur more frequently than transversions partly due to

the de-amination of the 5-methylcytosines occurring in CpG islands to give

thymidine. This same mechanism also leads to G-+A transitions when the

de-amination of C-+T occurs on the antisense DNA strand, followed by

miscorrection of G-+A on the sense strand. (Antonarakis et al., 2002) Transitions

can also be favoured over transversions due to differential repair of mispaired

bases by the sequence dependent proofreading activities of the relevant DNA

 
 
 



polymerases. Furthermore transitions result in a more conserved polypeptide

sequence. (Strachan and Read, 1997)

All 8 of the missense mutations detected in 7 tumours are novel. Of these only

one is a germ line change. These mutations occurred in tumours from 5 black and

two Caucasian patients. Four of the missense mutations occurred in exon 1, one

each occurred in exon 3 and 5 and two missense mutations occurred in exon 9.

The germline F121 mutation in exon 1 was identified in the Duke B stage tumour

of a 72-year-old black male patient (CRC11) with colon cancer. The T--+A

transversion results in the replacement of phenylalanine with isoleucine. This is a

conserved amino acid change. This amino acid is conserved between human and

mouse STK 11.

Wild-tvoe
GAT C

Germline
GAT C

~'"
G
C
A
T
G
T/A~
T
C
A/
C

Arrow indicates the position of the mutation

Figure 4.3 Sequence analysis of the anti-sense strand of exon 1 in CRC11

 
 
 



To determine whether this is a polymorphic change, 100 chromosomes from 50

black control individuals were screened via restriction enzyme digestion with

BelL None of the individuals were positive for the mutation, suggesting that this is

not a polymorphism (Cotton and Scriver, 1998).

Patient CRW83, a 68 year old white male, had a grade II tumour located in the

rectum. Sequence analysis of DNA from tumour and normal tissue revealed a

G-----+Asomatic mutation resulting in the missense mutation E16K (Figure 4.4).

This is a non-conservative change from glutamic acid (negatively charged) to

lysine (positively charged) and occurs in an evolutionary conserved region.

Codon 16 falls outside the kinase domain of the protein.

Germline
GAT C

Tumour
GAT C

6 ~
G
A
G/A ~
C
G
G
G

 
 
 



A 51-year-old black male patient, CRC12, revealed a somatic missense mutation

in his tumour located in the caecum with Duke B tumour stage development

(Figure 4.5).

Codon 83 located in the kinase domain as well as the second nuclear localisation

signal region codes for lysine, which is evolutionary conserved between human,

mouse and Xenopus STK11. The nucleotide substitution from G~ T results in the

replacement of this amino acid with asparagine, which is a non-conservative

change.

Germline
GAT C

Tumour
GAT C

~~
A
GfT~
A
A
G

~/
Arrows indicate the position of the mutation.

Figure 4.5 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 1 in CRC12

A missense mutation in exon 1 was detected in a 42-year-old black female,

CRC123, who had a grade II tumour of the rectum. Upon sequencing of the

normal and tumour tissue it was found that this patient had a germ line C~A

transversion in codon 88, which is a synonymous mutation (1881)that is usually

not expected to be pathogenic (Figure 4.6). The tumour however displayed both

 
 
 



this silent mutation as well as a G---+ T transversion in the same codon. The latter

change, if it occurred on the wild type allele (Le. in trans) will lead to a missense

mutation with a serine (uncharged polar amino acid) replacing the isoleucine

(non-polar amino acid) (188S).However if the G---+ T transversion occurred in cis

with the allele harbouring the silent change 1881then this G---+ T would lead to a

missense mutation with arginine replacing the isoleucine in codon 88 (188R).Of

the two possibilities the 188Rmutation can be expected to have a greater effect

on the STK11 protein as arginine contains a strong basic guanindinium function.

Wild-type
GAT C

Germline
C~ GAT C
C
C
CIA ~
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G _

Arrows indicate the position of the mutations

Figure 4.6 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 1 in CRC123

An aberrant banding pattern was obtained in exon 3 for patient CRC75. The

62-year-old black patient had a grade II, Duke 82 tumour located in the splenic

flexure. Sequence analysis revealed a somatic mutation of a guanine to an

adenine in codon 150 (Figure 4.7).

 
 
 



This heterozygous mutation brings about a conservative amino acid change from

valine to methionine which is in the kinase domain of STK11. The amino acid at

this position is conserved between human, mouse and Xenopus STK11.

Germline
GAT C

Tumour
GAT C

1\
G
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Arrow indicates the position of the mutation

Figure 4.7 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 3 in CRC75

The somatic D207N mutation in exon 5 occurred in a black female, aged 46 years

(CRC144), who had a Grll, Duke C tumour located in the sigmoid colon. This

non-conservative amino acid change falls in the kinase domain of the protein, and

is conserved between the human and mouse protein. (Figure 4.8).
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Figure' 4.8 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 5 in CRC144

Sequencing DNA of tumour tissue from patient CRW115, an 80-year-old white

male, disclosed three nucleotide substitutions in exon 9, two of which resulted in

amino acid alterations and the third is a synonymous change (A414A). This

tumour, located in the sigmoid region of the colon, is heterozygous for both the

missense mutations as well as the synonymous change. All three mutations

resulted from the substitution of cytosine with thymidine. This caused the

conservative replacement of alanine at codon 398 with valine, and a non-

conservative replacement of proline with serine at codon 411 in addition to the

synonymous mutation A414A (Figure 4.9). Neither of the affected amino acids are

in the kinase domain of the protein and furthermore this is not an evolutionary

conserved region of the protein. Sufficient amplification of the normal tissue for

sequence analysis couldn't be obtained, thus it cannot be determined if the

mutations are germline or somatic. This tumour may possibly be a compound

heterozygote, however as no germline sequence data could be generated it is not

possible to determine whether these mutations are in cis or trans.
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Figure 4.9 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 9 in CRW115

Cotton and Scriver (1998) suggested criteria to determine the pathologic

significance of missense mutations. The criteria suggested for designating a

missense mutation as either phenotype- modifying or neutral are;

(i) To determine whether the mutation segregates with the disease.

(ii) To determine the amino acid affected, conserved amino acids are likely to

have greater functional importance. Thus mutations that alter conserved

residues are likely to affect the structure/function of the protein.

(iii) To determine the prevalence of the mutation. A mutation that occurs on

less than 1% of the alleles in a control population, is rare and may be

disease causing, whereas a mutation found at higher frequency may be a

neutral polymophism.

(iv) Functional analysis of the mutant gene.

Applying these criteria to the 8 missense mutations detected in this study show

the following:

 
 
 



(i) Only one germline mutation (F121)was detected in the present study, but

as this is a population based study it is not possible to determine whether

this mutation segregates with the disease.

(ii) Codons 12, 16,83,88, 150 and 207 are located in evolutionary conserved

regions of the protein and thus substitution of these amino acids with

amino acids of different physical character (non-conservative change)

could potentially affect the function of the protein. Except for the missense

mutations in codons 12 and 150 all of the other missense mutations were

non-conservative amino acid substitutions. Furthermore codons 83, 88,

150 and 207 reside within the kinase domain (amino acids 50-319) of the

STK11 protein. In addition to the effect that the K83N mutation may have

on the kinase activity of the protein, this residue is also located in the

second NLS region of the protein, which may influence the cellular

localisation of the protein. The four non-conservative amino acid

substitutions in codons 16, 83, 88 and 207 may therefore be pathogenic.

(iii) The germline F121 mutation was not present in 50 unaffected control

individuals suggesting that this is not a polymorphism.

(iv) At this time no functional studies could be carried out to determine what

the effects of the missense mutations are on the biological activity of

STK11.

In addition to the above criteria the effect of the missense mutations on the

secondary structure of the STK11 protein was investigated using the PSIPRED

program of the University College London (McGuffin et al.). The predicted

secondary structure of the wild-type STK11 protein was compared to the

predicted secondary structures containing the various missense mutations.

Mutations F121,A398Vand P411S all displayed changes.

In figure 4.1OAthe predicted secondary structure of the wild type protein shows a

f3-sheetcorresponding to amino acids 16 and 17. A prediction of the secondary

structure of the same domain of the protein containing the substituted amino acid

shows this f3-strandto be replaced by a coil indicated by the box in figure 4.1OB.

 
 
 



Confidence level

Predicted secondary structure

Amino acid

-------<¢»----------
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
MEVVDPQQL~MFTEGELMS~GHDTFIHRI~STEVIYQP~

10 20 30 40
C=coil
E = ~-sheet
H = a-helix

Predicted secondary structure -------0---------
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

Amino acid MEVVDPQQLGMITEGELMSVGHDTFIHRIDSTEVIYQP RR

~o t ~o 30 ~o

Boxed area indicates the loss of the ~-sheet
Figure adapted from; McGuffin et 81. http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uklpsiform

Figure 4.10 Secondary structure prediction for the first forty amino acids of
wild type STK11(A) and the F121 mutation (B)

The predicted secondary structure of the protein encompassing the codons 398

and 411 is given in figure 4.11. At the locations of the two mutations no changes

in the predicted secondary structure is noted. However four differences in the last

fragment of the protein can be seen. The a-helix at amino acids 315-318 is

replaced by a coil in the mutant form of the protein. Furthermore the two a-helix

structures spanning from 329-333 and 337-340 becomes one large a-helix.

Perhaps the most obvious change occurs in the very last fragments of the protein.

At amino acid residue 424 a p-sheet spanning 8 amino acids is formed in the

protein with the two missense mutations. In this region an a-helix is predicted to

occur in the wild type.
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Figure adapted from; McGuffin et al. http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uklpsiform

Figure 4.11 Secondary structure prediction for amino acids 280433 of wild
type STK11 (A) and the A398V and P411S mutations (B)
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Taking all of the above into account it would appear that 4 of the missense

mutations could possibly have pathogenic significance (Table 4.2)

Exon Patient Nt change Designation Pathogenic
(cDNA sequence) significance

1 CRC11 34T>A F121* ?

1 CRW83 40G>A E16K Possible?

1 CRC12 249G>T K83N Possible?

1 CRC123 263T>G 188S/R Possible?

3 CRC75 448G>A V150M ?

5 CRC144 619G >A D207N Possible?

9 CRW115 1193C >T A398V ?

9 CRW115 1231C >T P411S ?

Nucleotide positions given refer to STK11 cDNA sequence (Genbank U63333)

* germ line mutation

If one was to assume that all of the missense mutations identified in this study are

of pathogenic importance it would imply the involvement of STK11 in 3.36%

(7/208) of sporadic CRe. Compared to the study of Dong et al., (1998) who

identified 7 mutations in 23 CRC (30.43%) the present study shows an

approximate ten-fold lower mutation rate. Interestingly when the present results

are separated into the two population groups. 4.8% (5/104) of the tumours from

black patients and 1.92% of tumours (2/104) from the Caucasian patients had

STK11 missense mutations. Although this is a 2.5-fold difference it is considered

not significant (x2-testp=0.442).

Of the 8 missense mutations, which occurred in the seven tumours, two occurred

in tumours in the rectum (217, 28.57%), three in the left colon (317, 42.86%). and

one in the right colon (117, 14.28%) (Figure 4.12). Unfortunately the anatomic site

of the F121mutation is unknown.

 
 
 



Of the total 208 patients, 97 had tumours of the rectum, 56 had tumours in the left

colon and 43 in the right colon. Thus 2.06% (2/97) of rectal tumours, 5.36% (3/56)

of left-sided tumours and 2.33% (1/43) of right-sided tumours had missense

mutations. There is no significant difference between the ratio of missense

mutations in left and right-sided tumours (x2-test, 1 df, p=0.807).

Caecum

K83N

Splenic flexure

V150M

F121 classified as
colon tumour on
clinical reportE16K

I88S/I88R

When separating the results into the two population groups 11.54% (3/26) of the

left-sided tumours, 2% (1/50) of rectal tumours and 4.54% (1/22) of right-sided

tumours harbored mutations. These differences are not significant (x2-test, 1 df,

p=0.727). In the Caucasian group 2.86% (1/35) of left-sided tumours, 2.38%

(1/42) of rectal tumours and none of the right-sided tumours had STK11

mutations.

In this study five novel synonymous mutations were identified, 1881,Q123Q,

T272T, N393N and A414A. There is increasing evidence that many human

 
 
 



disease genes harbour translationally silent mutations that affect pre-mRNA

splicing. These mutations are believed to alter cis-elements that are important for

correct splicing. (Cartegni et al., 2002)

Twenty tumours were found to harbour a single nucleotide change C~A in codon

88. This is a synonymous change thus not affecting the amino acid (isoleucine)

(Figure 4.13).

Tumour
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Tumour
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Arrows indicate the position of the mutation

Figure 4.13 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 1 for the 1881
mutation

Of the 208 patients 19 black individuals and only one white patient had this

nucleotide substitution in codon 88. Of the 20 individuals carrying this

polymorphism only three (CRC 7, 10, 46) were homozygous for the substitution.

This implies that the adenine allele frequency of the patient population is 5,52%

(23/416). When comparing the black and white patient groups, the adenine allele

frequency differs significantly between the Caucasian (0.48%, 1/208) and black

(10.58%,22/208) populations ('l-test, p=0.0001).

 
 
 



Four white and 5 black patients had a heterozygous G---+Atransition in codon 123

(Figure 4.14). Thus there is a 2,16% (9/416) A-allele frequency in the patient

population.

Wild-type
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Arrows indicate the position of the mutation

Figure 4.14 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 2 for the Q123Q
mutation

A total of 18 black patients had the C---+T transition, resulting in the synonymous

T272T mutation (Figure 4.15).

All the patients were heterozygous for this change showing an 8.65% (18/208)

frequency of the thymidine allele at nucleotide c.816 in the affected black

patients. None of the white patients had this mutation.
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Figure 4.15 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 6 for T272T

Sequencing of exon 9 for patient CRW66 unveiled a single nucleotide substitution

(C~ T) in codon 393 of STK11 (Figure 4.16). This patient was the only one out

of 208 with this particular shift associated with this mutation. As normal tissue of

this patient could not be analysed it was impossible to determine whether this

mutation is somatic or germ line in origin.
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Arrows indicate the position of the mutation
Figure 4.16 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 9 for N393N' .

 
 
 



A total of 47 patients were found to have samesense mutations. The precise

location of four tumours is unknown. The anatomical location of the other tumours

with samesense mutations is given in figure 4.17.

Hepatic flexure

Q123Q

Ascending colon

1881
T272T

2 x 1881
3 xT272T

CRCTs tumour
classified as large
bowel on clinical
report, CRC11, 38,
70 tumours
classified as
occurring in the
colon on clinical

7 x 1881
4 x Q123Q
10 x T272T

Twenty-one of the tumours with samesense mutations occurred in the rectum

(21/97) 21.65% and 19.64% (11/56) eleven in the sigmoid colon. Altogether 11

tumours 25.58%, (11/43) were located on the right side of the colon. The

remaining 1.98% (4/208) of the synonymous mutations belong to tumours of

unknown colorectal origin.

Mutations located within the introns of genes are currently described as being

either splice site mutations or intronic variants. In this study 9 different mutations

 
 
 



were identified in the intronic regions of STK11 of which eight are novel. The one

previously reported mutation is in intron 2 (IVS 2+24 G---+T). Four of the mutations

occurred in intron 3, and were all transitions, G---+A.Two mutations each were

located in introns 2 and 6 and one in intron 5. Except for a deletion of six base

pairs in exon 2 all other mutations were single nucleotide changes with 6

transition and 3 transversion mutations, mostly situated between 16 to 37 bases

away from the exon boundaries.

Apart from having the samesense mutation (01230) in exon 2 CRC176 also has

a novel 6 base-pair deletion in intron 2. Results obtained from sequencing are

depicted in figure 4.18. From the sequence analysis the six deleted nucleotides

can be identified as ggaccg starting at the nucleotide located 19 bases

downstream from the 3'-end of exon 2. The individual is heterozygous for this

deletion, which also occurs in the germline. Considering the location of this

deletion is 19 bp downstream of exon 2 it is unlikely to be of any significance.
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Arrows indicate the positions of the mutation

Figure 4.18 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 2 for

(IVS 2 + 19de16)

 
 
 



Of all the mutations identified in this study the single nucleotide substitution from

guanine to thymidine located 24 bases into intron two (Figure 4.19) is the only

previously reported mutation Avizienyte et a/., 1998; Resta et a/., 1998; Su et a/.,

1999; Olschwang et a/., 2001, which is considered to be silent.

Twenty-seven black and no white patients were found to be homozygous for the

mutation. A further seventeen white and twenty-two black affected individuals

were heterozygous for the nucleotide substitution. Thus of 208 individuals

screened, 66 (31.73%) have the G-+T (IVS 2 + 24) transversion. Overall the

T-allele frequency therefore is 22.35% (93/416) and the wild type G-allele 77.65%

(323/416). Interestingly the T-allele frequency of the black patient group (76/208;

36,5%) is significantly increased (x2-test p=0.0001) compared to that of the

Caucasian group (17/208; 8,2%)
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Arrows indicate the position of the mutation
Figure 4.19 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of exon 2 for G to T

transversion in intron two (IVS 2+24 G--+ T)

 
 
 



Downstream from the 3'-end of exon 3 there are a series of CpG islands. In intron

3, four guanine residues were substituted by adenine. Patient CRC45 and CRC39

had the mutation IVS 3+20G->A and patient CRC45 had an additional mutation

IVS 3+35G->A. CRC39 was heterozygous for the mutation, CRC45 on the other

hand was homozygous for both mutations. IVS 3+29 was a heterozygous change

in patient CRW71. The furthest mutation into the intronic region of exon 3 was

found in patient CRC75, who also harbours V150M. This mutation is IVS 3+37

G-+A. Sequence analysis of the mutations are represented in figure 4.20.
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Arrow indicates the position of the mutation

Figure 4.20 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of intron 3 in CRC45,
CRW71, CRC39 and CRC75

CRC39
IVS 3+20 G~A

Tumour
GAT C

 
 
 



A white patient (CRW118) had a single nucleotide substitution, 16 bases into the

intronic region of exon 5. A representation of wild-type versus the mutant

sequence is given in figure 4.21. This patient is heterozygous for IVS5+16C->T.
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Arrow indicates the position of the mutation

Figure 4.21 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of CRW118 of exon 5

Two white individuals (CRW19, CRW111) had two identical mutations located in

intron 6 (Figure 4.22). The first mutation a G~A is located 20 bases downstream

(IVS6+20G->A) and the second mutation a C~A is located a further 2 bases

downstream (IVS6+22C->A). from exon 6. Both individuals were heterozygous for

the two mutations
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Figure 4.22 Sequence analysis of the sense strand of intron 6 in CRW19
and CRW111

A total of 79 intronic mutations were identified in this study of which 63 (79,74%)

occurred in tumours in the left side of the colon. Ten mutations were identified in

right-sided tumours (12,65%). The remaining 7,61% of the intronic mutations was

found in tumours without a clear description of the colonic location.
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3 x IVS2+24G->T

Descending colon
3 x IVS2+24G->T

6 patients harboring
the IVS2+24G->T
polymorphism only
had colon as
description of
tumour location in
their clinical reports

In total 73 tumours from black patients and 25 tumours from white patients were

found to have mutations in the STK11 gene. This observation clearly indicates a

significantly higher mutation rate of STK11 in the black population group

compared to the white patients <-l-test p=O.0001).Five missense, 3 synonymous

and 5 intronic mutations were detected in the 73 tumours from black patients,

whereas only three missense, 3 synonymous and 5 intronic mutations were

detected in the 25 tumours from Caucasian patients. These mutations and

anatomic site of the tumours are summarised in table 4.2.

 
 
 



Patient number Mutation Anatomical site

CRC1 1881 caecum

CRC2 1881 Rectum

CRC7 1881 Large bowel

CRC9 T272T Rectum

CRC10 1881 Descending sigmoid

CRC11 T272T/F121 Colon

CRC12 K83N Caecum

CRC16 1881 Ascending colon

CRC17 T272T Caecum

CRC24 IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC27 Q123Q Sigmoid

CRC28 T272T Caecum

CRC31 IVS2+24G-> T Left colon

CRC32 IVS2+24G-> T Left colon

CRC34 T272T Rectum

CRC38 T272TI Q123QJ IVS2+24G->T Colon

CRC39 T272T/IVS3+35G->A Caecum

CRC41 18811IVS2+24G->T Transverse colon

CRC43 IVS2+24G-> T Transverse colon

CRC45 1881/T272T/IVS3+2OG->A1IVS3+35G->A Sigmoid

CRC46 18811IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC47 IVS2+24G-> T Colon

CRC52 T272T Ascending colon

CRC59 1881/IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC62 IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC63 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC66 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC68 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC69 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC70 18811IVS2+24G->T Colon

CRC71 IVS2+24G-> T Transverse colon

CRC73 IVS2+24G-> T Transverse colon

CRC75 V150MlIVS2+24G-> TtlVS3+37G->A Splenic flexure

 
 
 



CRC76 IVS2+24G-> T Left colon

CRC78 IVS2+24G-> T Descending colon

CRC80 IVS2+24G-> T Splenic flexure

CRC82 18811IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC84 IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC86 IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC87 T272T Rectum

CRC88 18811IVS2+24G->T Rectum

CRC90 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC91 T272T/IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC93 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC98 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC123 18811I88S1 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC100 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC124 IVS2+24G-> T Descending colon

CRC127 IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC128 1881 Caecum

CRC144 T272TI Q123Q1 D207N Sigmoid

CRC147 1881 Rectum

CRC149 Q123Q Hepatic flexure

CRC152 IVS2+24G-> T Caecum

CRC170 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC171 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC173 T272T/IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC174 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC175 T272T Rectum

CRC176 T272T/Q123Q Rectum

CRC178 18811IVS2+24G->T Rectum

CRC179 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC180 1881 Distal rectum

CRC182 T272T/IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC183 1881 Rectum

CRC185 T272T/IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC186 IVS2+24G-> T Colon

CRC190 IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRC191 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC192 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC194 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

 
 
 



CRC195 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRC196 T272T Rectum

CRW3 IVS2+24G->T Rectum

CRW16 IVS2+24G->T Colon

CRW19 IVS6+2OG->AlIVS6+22e->A Sigmoid

CRW24 18811IVS2+24G->T Sigmoid

CRW27 IVS2+24G->T Rectum

CRW28 IVS2+24G-> T Colon

CRW29 IVS2+24G-> T Sigmoid

CRW36 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRW48 IVS2+24G-> T Caecum

CRW63 IVS2+24G-> T Splenic flexure

CRW66 IVS2+24G-> TIN393N Transverse colon

CRW69 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRW71 IVS3+31G->A Rectum

CRW82 IVS2+24G->T Sigmoid

CRW83 E16K Rectum

CRW97 IVS2+24G->T Descending colon

CRW108 Q123CVIVS2+24G->T Transverse colon

CRW110 Q123Q Rectum

CRW111 IVS2+24G->T/IVS6+22C->A Rectum

CRW115 A389V1 P411 51 A414A Sigmoid

CRW118 IVS5+16C-> T Ascending colon

CRW119 IVS2+24G-> T Rectum

CRW121 Q123Q Rectum

CRW129 Q123Q Rectum

CRW136 IVS2+24G->T Sigmoid

 
 
 



CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common forms of cancer in Western

nations, it is however uncommon in sub-Saharan Africa. In South Africa there is

an approximate ten-fold lower incidence of CRC in black patients compared to

Caucasian patients. This could be due to differences in lifestyles and environment

that exist between the various population groups. Underlying molecular events

could also account for the difference in susceptibility to colorectal cancer.

To determine the possible involvement of the STK11 gene, tumours from 104

black and 104 Caucasian patients were screened for mutations using exon-by-

exon PCR SSCP analysis. In total 73 tumours from black patients and 25 tumours

from Caucasian patients were found to have sequence variants in the STK11

gene. Five missense, 3 synonymous and 5 intronic mutations were detected in

the tumours from black patients, whereas only three missense, 3 synonymous

and 5 intronic mutations were detected in the tumours from Caucasian patients.

One Caucasian patient's tumour had two missense mutations and may therefore

be a compound heterozygote. Whether the synonymous or intronic changes

affect the function of STK11 has yet to be determined, but this appears unlikely.

In total 8 novel missense mutations, one of which was germline (in a black

patient), were identified in seven tumours (-3,4% 7/208) from 5 black and two

Caucasian patients. Thus 4.8% (5/104) of tumours from black patients and 1.9%

(2/104) of tumours from Caucasian patients harbour STK11 missense mutations.

Although this is a 2.5-fold difference it is considered not significant ('l-test

p=0.442). The effect of the missense mutations on the protein function can be

evaluated by applying the criteria of Cotton and Scriver (1998), Le. on the basis of

segregation with the disease, which is not possible in this study, conservation

across species, population frequency and predicted functional significance.

Applying these criteria it would appear that four could possibly have pathogenic

significance (E16K, K83N, 188S/Rand D207N).

 
 
 



The present study is the sixth to suggest that somatic mutation of the STK11

gene in sporadic colorectal cancer of Caucasians is an infrequent event

(Avizienyte et a/., 1998; Forster et a/ 2000; Resta et a/., 1998; Launonen et a/.,

2000; Wang et a/., 1998). Contradictory results were obtained by Dong et a/.

(1998) in a study on Korean CRC patients. They reported a high frequency

(30.43%,7/23) of mutations occurring solely in left-sided tumours. In the present

study of black patients 4,8% (5/104) of the tumours were mutated, these include 4

somatic (4/104, - 3,8%) and one germline (1/104, 0,96%) mutation. This is only

the second study of a non-Western population to show somatic mutations in

sporadic cases of CRC. Compared to the study of Dong et a/ (1998), the present

study shows an eight fold lower incidence of somatic mutations, however as this

is a much larger study (104 patients), it may be a truer reflection of somatic

mutations in CRCs of a non-Western population. Furthermore with regard to the

anatomic site of tumours with somatic missense mutations, the present study

found that for black patients 7,69% (2/26) of the left-sided tumours, 2% (1/50) of

rectal tumours and 4,54% (1/22) of right-sided tumours harboured mutations.

Thus the frequency of missense mutations of left-sided CRC tumours compared

to right-sided tumours was not significantly elevated (X2 -test, 1df, p = 0,881) in

the black population.

Peutz-Jeghers Syndrome was diagnosed in 0.96% (1/104) of black patients via a

germline mutation. Using this data the frequency of PJS associated with CRC in

the general black population can be estimated. According to the National Cancer

Registry (Sitas et a/., 1998), the lifetime risk for CRC in black South Africans is

0.22% (0.25% male; 0.2% female). Thus the risk of PJS-associated CRC in black

South Africans is 0.96% of 0.22% or 1 in 47500 subjects.

In summary, this study represents the first investigation into the role of the

STK11 gene in putative sporadic cases of CRC from both black and Caucasian

South African patients. The study shows that mutations of the STK11 gene are

infrequent in sporadic CRCs in the South African Caucasian population, and more

frequent in the South African black population. This may be a reflection of the

differences in lifestyle and incidence of CRC in the different populations.

 
 
 



Exon Nucleotide change Predicted effect Sample site Reference

?
Genomic Aberrant/absent

P~ YlikOfbla et aI., 1999
rearrangement protein

1 Homozygous det absence Biliary tumour Su et a/., 1999

1 insGC Fs51X PJS Nakagawa et aI., 1998

1 deI29 Fs152X PJS Hemminki et a/., 1998

1 c.108C->A Y36X
Panaeatic Su et aI., 1999

tumour

1 c.117insGC Fs PJS Gruber et aI., 1998

1 c.125det12 Fs PJS Kruse et al., 1999

1 c.144G->T K48N
Unaffected Rests et aI., 1998
individual

1 c.145T->G Y49D
Malignant Rowan et al., 1999melanoma

1 c.151 del18ins6 delLMGD PJS Mehenni et al., 1998

1 c.153insGG Fs64X PJS
Weslennan et a/.,

1999a

1 c.153de'3 52de' PJS O'schwang st aI., 2001

1 c.157insG Fs162X PJS Trojan et al., 1999

1 c.158delA Fs63X PJS Ylikorkala et al., 1999

1 c.165deI10 Fs158X PJga Weslennan et al.,
19998

1 c.169insG Fs162X PJS Hemminki et al., 1998

1 c.169delG Fs57 PJS Otschwang et al., 2001

1 c.169G->T E57X PJS Hemminki et aI., 1998

1 c.18OC->G Y60X PJS
Hemminki et aI., 1998;
Olschwang et al., 2001

1 c.18QC->A Y60X PJS Wang et al., 1999

1 c.197insT Fs162X PJS
Weslennan et aI.,

1999b

1 c.2ooT->C L67P PJS Hemminki et al., 1998

1 c.2OOT->G L67R PJS Otschwang et al. ,2001

1 c.208G->T E70X PJS Hemminki et aI., 1998

1 c.211defG FsSOX PJS Miyaki et al., 2000

Hemminki etal., 1998;
1 c.250A->T K84X PJS Gruber et al., 1998;

Yfikorkala et aI., 1999

 
 
 



1 c.256C->T R86X PJS Y1ikOf1ullaet a/., 1999

1-9 Homozygous del
Absence of Pancreatic

Su et a/., 1999product tumour

2 c.29Oins131 Fs PJS Abed et a/., 2001

2 c.291G->T Del ex2 PJS Miyaki et aI., 2000

2 c.297e->T Q100X PJS
Westerman et al.,

1999a

2 c.321del6 107H-K-N to H PJS Wang et al., 1999

2 c.323A->G K108R PJS Wang et a/., 1999

2 c.35Oins4 Fs PJS OIschwang et aI. ,2001

2 c.354e->A Y118X PJS OIschwang et aI. ,2001

2 c.357e->T N119N
Malignant Guldberg et aI., 1999melanoma

Truncated (in
2-3 c.192del174 frame product of PJS Hemminki et al., 1998

376 amino acids

3 c.396e->A C132X PJS OIschwang et aI., 2001

3 c.403G->C G135R
Malignant Rowan et al., 1999melanoma

3 c.406det9 Q-E-M-ltoL PJS Y1ikOf1ullaet al., 1999

3 c.407T->G M136R PJS
OIschwang et aI., 2001

3 c.418de1C Fs160X PJS
Nakagawa et al., 1998;

Gruber et al., 1998

3 c.454e->T Q152X PJS Y1ikOf1ullaet a/., 1999

3 c.463insG Fs162X or altered
PJS

Westerman et aI.,
splicing 1999a

4 c.470T->C F157S PJS Y1ikol1<.alaet al., 1999

4 c.474de17 Fs PJS Kruse et al., 1999

4 c.484G->A D162N PJS
Westerman et al.,

1999a

PJS, testicular
AVizienyte et a/., 1998;

4 c.488G->A G163D Westerman et aI.,
cancer 1999a

4 c.49OC->A L164M PJS
Westerman et al.,

1999a

4 c.508C->T E170X
Malignant Guldberg et al., 1999;
melanoma Abed et a/., 2001

4 c.511G->A G171S
Transverse Dong et aI., 1998colon Rectum

4 c.516insT Fs PJS Kruse et a/., 1999

4 c.526G->A D176N PJS Mehenni et aI., 1998

4 c.528de1C Fs286X PJS Wang et al., 1999

4 c.536det6 detKD PJS Rests et al, 1998

 
 
 



4 c.541A->T N181Y PJS Ylikor1tala et aI., 1999

4 c.545T->C L182P PJS Olschwang et a/.• 2001

4 c.567ins25 Fs264X PJS Miyaki et a/., 2000

4 c.574insA Fs 73 new amino
PJS Mehenni et aI., 1998

acids after K191

4 c.58OG->A D194N PJS
Westennan et aI.,

1999a

4 c.580G->T D194Y
Malignant Guldberg at aI., 1999melanoma

4 c.581A->T D194V
Lung Avizienyte et aI., 1999adenocardnoma

4 c.595G->A E199K Rectum Dong et aI., 1998

4 c.597inslVS4 isofonn PJS Abed et a/., 2001

4-7 Inv/del
Codons 156-307

PJS Jenne et al., 1998deleted

5 c.604def20 Fs258X PJS Ylikorkala et aI., 1999

5 c.622G->A D208N Sigmoid Dong et aI., 1998

5 c.636de15 Fs PJS Olschwang et al., 2001

5 c.644G->A G215D Sigmoid Dong et al., 1998

5 c.644insG Fs264X PJS Miyaki et aI., 2000

5 c.65OinsC Fs264X PJS Miyaki et aI., 2000

5 c.65OdeIC Fs
Pancreatic su et a/., 1999

tumour

Gruber et al., 1998;
5 c.658C->T Q220X PJS Kruse et aI., 1999;

YlikorKala et al., 1999

5 c.666deIC Fs286X PJS
Miyaki et aI., 2000;

Olschwang et aI., 2001

5 c.694T->C S232P PJS Yoon at al., 2000

5 c.716deIGGTC Fs285X PJS Jenne et al .• 1998

5 c.724G->T G242W PJS Olschwang et aI., 2001

5 c.725G->A G242V PJS Olschwang et aI., 2001

5 c.733deIC Fs286X PJS Nakagawa et aI., 1998

6 c.738C->G Y246X PJS Nakagawa et aI., 1998

6 c.744deIC Fs PJS Olschwang et al. ,2001

6 c.747del14 Fs260X PJS Ylikorkala et al., 1999

6 c.751G->A G251S PJS Resta et aI., 1998

6 c.753de1T Fs PJS OIschwang et aI.• 2001

6 c.766G->T E256X PJS Connolly at a/., 2000

6 c.767A->C E256A PJS Yoon at aI., 2000

6 c.n3deI8 Fs262X PJS Ylikof1(ala et al., 1999

 
 
 



6 c.me->A Y253X PJS Jenne et al., 1998

6 c.787de1TTGT Fs286X PJS
Miyaki et aI., 2000;
Resta et a/., 1998

6 c.789del4 Fs PJS OIschwang et al., 2001

6 c.79Ode14 Fs285X PJS Y1ikorkala et aI., 1999

6 c.796deIAAC Y-N-Ito Y-I PJS Nakagawa et al., 1998

6 c.831de12 Fs283X PJS Hemminki et al., 1998

6 c.841deIC Fs PJS Olschwang et aI., 2001

Rectum; Dong et al., 1998;
6 c.842e->T P281L Ovarian Nishioka et al., 1999

carcinoma

6 c.842deIC Fs283X PJS
Wang et al., 1999;

YJikorkala et al., 1999

Sigmoid; Dong et aI., 1998;
6 c.842de1C Fs286X Gastrointestinal

Nakagawa et a/., 1998
cancer

6 c.842insc Fs284X PJS
Nakagawa et al., 1998;

Gruber et al., 1998

6 c.843deIG Fs286X PJS Jenne et al., 1998

6 c.844insc Fs284X
Prostate, cofon,

Boardman et aI., 2000
pancreatic

7 c.89OG->A R297K PJS
Westerman et al.,

19998

7 c.891e->T A297S
Colon, Boardman et al., 2000endometrial

7 c.903deIG Fs 33 new amino
PJS Mehenni et aI., 1998

acids after R301

7 c.907deI9 l-R-Q-Hto N PJS
Hemminki et aI., 1998;
OIschwang et aI., 2001

7 c.909delC Fs316X PJS
Westerman et a/.,

1999a

7 c.91QC->T R304W PJS Resta et aI., 1998

7 c.914de1A Fs335X PJS Y1ikorkala et al., 1999

7 c.916C->T H272Y Thyroid, cecal Boardman et a/., 2000

8 del188 Fs404X PJS Hemminki et al .• 1998

8 c.923G->A W308X PJS Y1ikorkala et aI., 1999

8 c.924G->T W308C PJS Mehenni et al., 1998

8 c.936deIA Fs
Pancreatic

Su et al., 1999
tumour

8 c.941C->A P314H
Colon cancer Resta et a/., 1998

tumour

8 c.957delA958G->T Fs335X Cervical Avizienyte et al., 1999adenocarcinoma

8 c.957de12insT Fs PJS OIschwang et aI., 2001

 
 
 



8 c.971e->T P324L PJS Yoon et al., 2000

8 c.972de15 Fs324X PJS Boafdman et al .• 2000

8 c.984C->T T328T
Malignant Guldberg et aI., 1999metanoma

8 c.989de19 Fs PJS Gruber et aI., 1998

8 c.989insc Fs359X PJS
Westerman et al.•

1999a
8 c.1024insG Fs342X PJS Yoon et aI., 2000

Rectum; Left.
Dong et aI., 1998;

8 c.1062e->G F354l sided colorectal
carcinoma launonen 8t a/., 2000

8 c.11QOC->T T367M Sigmoid Dong et aI., 1998

9 c.1246A->T K416X PJS Wang et al., 1999

a) PJS indicates that blood samples of Pldz-Jeghers syndrome patient was used for the mutation screening.
b) Nucleotide poeitiona given refer to STK11 cDNA sequence (Genbank U63333)

Exon Nucleotide change Predicted eIIect Sample site Refelence

Westerman et aI.,
1 IVS1-2A->G Exon skipping PJS 1999a; Abed et al .••

2001

1 IVS1-1G->C Exon skipping PJS Westerman et aI., 1999a

1 IVS1-1e->G Aberrant splicing? PJS Nakagawa 8t aI., 1998

1 IVS1+1 G->A Aberrant splicing PJS OIschwang et al., 2001

1 IVS1-1A->C Aberrant splicing? PJS Yoon et al., 2000

Pancreatic; Su et al., 1999;
1 IVS1+36G->T Silent CoIorectaI Avizienyte et aI., 1998;

tumours OIschwang et aI., 2001

2 taatgaat> gtaatgc Silent colon cancer Wang et aI., 1998

COIorectaI; Avizienyte et al., 1998;
Resta et a/., 1998; Su

2 IVS2+24G-> T Silent Pancreatic et aI., 1999;
tumours; PJS OIschwang et a/., 2001

2 IVS2-49G->A Silent
COIoredal Avizienyte et aI., 1998;
carcinomas Resta at al., 1998

CoIorectal; Avizienyte et aI., 1998;
3 IVS3-51T->C Silent Avizienyte et aI., 1999;

lung tumour Olschwang et aI., 2001

3 IVS3-1G->A Aberrant spIicingl
PJS Jenne et aI., 1998

exon 4 skipping

3 IVS3-2A->G Aberrantspticing pJS Otschwang et aI., 2001

3 IVS3+16insGGG Silent
Pancreatic

Su et al., 1999
tumour

3 IVS3+47insGGG Silent Pancreatic Su et al., 1999
tumour

 
 
 



3 IVS3+49ins7 Silent PJS OIschwang et aI., 2001

3 IVS3+49G->C Silent
Malignant Rowan et al., 1999
melanoma

3 IVS3+50G->C Silent
Malignant Rowan at aI., 1999melanoma

4 IVS4-2A->T Aberrant splicing? PJS Olschwang at al, 2001

4 IVS4+31deI14 Intran 4 retention PJS Abed et al., 2001

4 deiG Silent
Coloredal Avizienyte at aJ., 1998carcinomas

5 IVS5-1G->A Aberrant splicing? PJS Olschwang st aI., 2001

5 IVS5-6A->G Silent Pancreatic Su et al., 1999tumour

5 IVS5-51e->T Silent
Panaeatic Rests et al., 1998; Su

tumour; PJS etal., 1999

5 IVS5+1G->A Aberrant splicing PJS OIschwang et aI., 2001

5 IVS5+2insT Aberrant splicing? PJS Nakagawa et aI., 1998

5 IVS5-52G->A Silent PJS Resta et aI., 1998

6 IVS6-Sdel36 Fs or altered
PJS Westennan et aI., 1999splicing

6 IVS6-8e->T Silent PJS OIschwang et al., 2001

6 IVS6+3G->C Altered splicing PJS Boaroman et aI., 2000

7 IVS6de152
Abnonnal splicing!

PJS Mehenni et aI., 1998truncated protein

CoIorectal; Avizienyte et aI., 1998;
7 IVS7+7G->C Silent Pancreatic Su et al., 1999;

tumours OIschwang et aI., 2001

7 IVS7+27e->T Silent PJS Rests et aI., 1998

7 IVS7-1G->C Silent PJS Y1ikorkala et aI., 1999

8 IVS8+2OC-> T Silent PJS Resta et al., 1998

9 3'UTR+12ge-> T Silent PJS Olschwang et al., 2001

9 3'UTR+259G-> T Silent PJS OIschwang et aI., 2001

9 3'UTR+506G->A Silent PJS OIschwang et aI., 2001

9 3'UTR+633e-> T Silent PJS OIschwang et al., 2001

9 3'UTR+677T->A Silent PJS Olschwang st aI., 2001

 
 
 



Patient Age Tumour stage C8ncersite Left or riaht
1 CRC1 53m DukeC Caecum R
2 CRC2 48f Rectum L
3 CRC3 12t DukeB Left colon L
4 CRC7 73m DukeC LaraeBoweI U
5 CRC8 51m Rectum + polyp L
6 CRC9 Urn Rectum L
7 CRC10 66m DescendinQsigmoid L
8 CRC 11 12m Duke B Colon U
9 CRC12 51m DukeB Caecum R
10 CRC16 74m DukeB2 Ascending colon R
11 CRC17 56m Caecum R
12 CRC23 391 Caecum R
13 CRC24 51t DukeC Sigmoid L
14 CRC25 32t DukeC Caecum R
15 CRC27 12m DukeC Siamoid L
16 CRC28 43m Caecum R
17 CRC29 521 Rectum L
18 CRC30 16t DukeC Hepatic flexure R
19 CRC 31 74t DukeC Left colon L
20 CRC32 68t Duke B Left colon L
21 CRC34 66m DukeC Rectum L
22 CRC36 27t DukeC Ascending colon R
23 CRC37 46t DukeC Sigmoid L
24 CRC38 12m Colon U
25 CRC39 22m Caecum R
26 CRC40 62m DukeC Descendina L
27 CRC41 51t DukeC Transverse colon R
28 CRC43 76t Transverse colon R
29 CRC45 31m DukeB Siamoid L
30 CRC46 60t DukeB Sigmoid L
31 CRC47 40t DukeB Colon U
32 CRC52 52m Grll, Duke C Ascending colon R
33 CRC53 63t Gr II, Duke D Caecum R
34 CRC59 65t Gr II, Duke D Siamoid L
35 CRC62 28t Gr II, Duke B2 Sigmoid L
36 CRC63 19m DukeC Rectum L
37 CRC65 70t Gr II, Duke A Rectum L
38 CRC66 63t Grll Rectum L
39 CRC67 30t Gr II Rectum L
40 CRC68 70t Grll, Duke C Rectum L
41 CRC69 50m Grll, Duke C Rectum L
42 CRC70 67m Colon U
43 CRC 71 67m Gr II, Duke B2 Transverse R
44 CRC73 291 Gr III, Duke C Transverse R
45 CRC75 62t Gr II, Duke B2 Splenic flexure L
46 CRC76 66m Gr II, DukeC Left colon L
47 CRC78 24m Descending colon L
48 CRC79 44t Gr II, Duke A Descending colon L
49 CRC80 44m Gr II, Duke B2 Splenic flexure L
50 CRC62 60t Gr II Siamoid L

 
 
 



51 CRC83 68f Gr III, Duke C Siamoid L
52 CRC84 37f Gr II Sigmoid L
53 CRC86 64m Gr II, Duke B2 Rectum L
54 CRC87 44m Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
55 CRC88 56m Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
56 CRC90 82f Grll, Duke C Rectum L
57 CRC91 41m Gr II Rectum L
58 CRC93 80m Grll, Duke B Rectum L
59 CRC95 49m Gr II Rectum L
60 CRC96 52f Gr II, Duke B2 Rectum L
61 CRC97 50f Gr II Rectum L
62 CRC98 32f Gr II Rectum L
63 CRCgg 65m Grll, Duke C Rectum L
64 CRC 100 64m Grll Rectum L
65 CRC 123 42f Gr II Rectum L
66 CRC 124 72m Gr II, Duke C Descending colon L
67 CRC 125 50m Gr II, Duke D Ascending colon R
68 CRC 126 Uf Gr II, Duke B2 Descending colon L
69 CRC 127 53f Gr II, Duke D Sigmoid L
70 CRC 128 34m Gr II, Duke B Caecum R
71 CRC 144 46f Gr II, Duke C Sigmoid L
72 CRC 146 49m Gr II, Duke B1 Rectum L
73 CRC 147 48f Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
74 CRC 149 52m Gr II, Duke B2 Hepatic flexure R
75 CRC 150 39m Grll Rectum L
76 CRC 151 64f Gr II, Duke B2 Caecum R
77 CRC 152 83f Gr II, Duke B1 Caecum R
78 CRC 167 54 Rectum L
79 CRC 168 55 Ascending colon R
80 CRC 170 21f Rectum L
81 CRC 171 58f Rectum L
82 CRC 172 46m Rectum L
83 CRC 173 64m Rectum L
84 CRC 174 74f Rectum L
85 CRC 175 58m Rectum L
86 CRC 176 79f Rectum L
87 CRC 177 83f Rectum L
88 CRC 178 21f Rectum L
89 CRC 179 67f Rectum L
90 CRC 180 48f Distal rectum L
91 CRC 181 50m Rectum L
92 CRC 182 65m Rectum L
93 CRC 183 59f Hipoplastic polyp L

Rectum?
94 CRC 184 21m Rectum L
95 CRC 185 51f Rectum L
96 CRC 186 67m Colon U
97 CRC 187 46m Rectum L
98 CRC 190 53f Sigmoid L
99 CRC 191 22f Rectum L
100 CRC 192 41m Rectum L
101 CRC 193 72f Rectum L
102 CRC 194 49f Rectum L
103 CRC 195 31 Rectum L
104 CRC 196 45m Rectum L

 
 
 



Patient Age Tumour stage Cancer site left or right
1 CRW2 75f DukeC Colon U
2 CRW3 19m Rectum-anal L
3 CRW16 34f Gr II, Duke D Colon U
4 CRW17 38f Sigmoid L
5 CRW18 45m Gr II Rectum L
6 CRW19 52m Gr II, Duke D Siamoid L
7 CRW21 52m Grll, Duke C Rectum L
8 CRW22 52m Gr II, Duke 82 Sigmoid L
9 CRW23 23f Gr II, Duke C Splenic Flexure L
10 CRW24 44m Gr II, Duke C Recto-sigmoid L
11 CRW25 72f Grll, Duke 8 Transverse R
12 CRW26 57f Gr II, Duke D Left colon L
13 CRW27 821 Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
14 CRW28 71f Gr II, Duke C Colon U
15 CRW29 69m Ge II, Duke 82 Sigmoid L
16 CRW34 51m Gr II, Duke 82 Caecum R
17 CRW35 43m Gr II Rectum L
18 CRW36 55f Grll, DukeC Rectum L
19 CRW37 80m Gr II, Duke C Splenic flexure L
20 CRW38 74f Gr II, Duke C Right colon R
21 CRW39 76m Gr II, Duke 82 Rectum L
22 CRW40 80m Gr III, Duke 8 Sigmoid L
23 CRW41 66f Gr II, Duke C Sigmoid L
24 CRW43 68f Gr II, Duke 81 Rectum L
25 CRW44 73m Gr II Recto-sigmoid L
26 CRW45 80t Gr II, Duke 81 Rectum L
27 CRW46 37f Gr II, Duke D Descending colon L
28 CRW48 73f Gr II, Duke B2 Caecum R
29 CRW50 70t Gr II, Duke D Sigmoid L
30 CRW51 56m Duke 8 Rectum L
31 CRW52 74f Grll, DukeC Rectum L
32 CRW53 62m Gr III, Duke C Rectum and anus L
33 CRW54 79m Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
34 CRW55 77f Gr II, Duke C Sigmoid L
35 CRW59 64f Grll Rectum L
36 CRW61 68m Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
37 CRW62 76m Grll, Duke 8 Transverse colon R
38 CRW63 58f Gr II, Duke 82 Solenic flexure L
39 CRW64 75f Gr II, Duke B2 Sigmoid L
40 CRW65 51f Grll, Duke D Sigmoid L
41 CRW66 791 Gr II, Duke C Transverse colon R
42 CRW67 73m Gr II, Duke C Sigmoid L
43 CRW68 53f Gr II, Duke 81 Sigmoid L
44 CRW69 63m Gr II, Duke D Rectum L
45 CRW70 77f Gr II Rectum L
46 CRW71 88f Gr II, Duke 81 Rectum L
47 CRW73 64f Gr II, Duke C Transverse colon R
48 CRW74 Um Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
49 CRW75 62f Grll Transverse colon R
50 CRW76 77m Gr II, Duke 81 Caecum R
51 CRW77 58f Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
52 CRW79 75m Sigmoid L
53 CRW80 sot Gr II Rectum L

 
 
 



54 CRW81 74f Gr II Caecum R
55 CRW82 41f Gr II Sigmoid L
56 CRW83 68m Grll Rectum L
57 CRW84 74f Gr II Sigmoid L
58 CRW85 791 Gr III, Duke C Colon U
59 CRW86 77f Gr II, Duke 82 Siamoid L
60 CRW87 68f Gr II, Duke 82 Splenic Flexure L
61 CRW88 80t Duke A Rectum L
62 CRW89 75f Gr II, Duke 82 Rectum L
63 CRW90 60f Gr II, Duke B Rectum L
64 CRW91 61f Caecum R
65 CRW93 67m Gr II, Duke 82 Rectum L
66 CRW94 61f Grll, Duke C caecum R
67 CRW95 12m Gr II, Duke D Caecum R
68 CRW97 821 Duke 8 Descending + rectum L
69 CRW98 76f Gr II, Duke C Caecum R
70 CRW 100 64m Gr II, Duke A Left colon L
71 CRW101 721 Gr III, Duke D Sigmoid L
72 CRW102 70t Rectum L
73 CRW103 68f Sigmoid L
74 CRW104 70t Grll, Duke C Sigmoid L
75 CRW105 36f Colon U
76 CRW106 56m Gr II, Duke C Caecum R
77 CRW 107 12m Gr II, Duke 82 Transverse colon R
78 CRW108 67f GR II, Duke 81 Transverse colon R
79 CRW109 75f Gr II, Duke B Splenic flexure L
80 CRW110 74f Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
81 CRW 111 43f Gr II Rectum L
82 CRW 112 78f Gr II, Duke C2 Hepatic flexure R
83 CRW 113 45f Gr II Colon U
84 CRW114 68f Grll Recto-sigmoid L
85 CRW115 80m Gr II, Duke 81 Sigmoid L
86 CRW116 68f Gr II, Duke B2 Siamoid L
87 CRW 117 65m Grll Caecum R
88 CRW118 67f Grll, DukeC Ascending colon R
89 CRW 119 57f Grll Rectum L
90 CRW120 83f Gr II, Duke 81 Rectum L
91 CRW 121 59m Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
92 CRW122 77f Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
93 CRW 124 71m Rectum L
94 CRW 125 67f Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
95 CRW126 691 Gr II, Duke 81 Rectum L
96 CRW127 49m Rectum L
97 CRW128 76f Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
98 CRW 129 591 Gr II, Duke 82 Rectum L
99 CRW 130 58f Gr II, Duke 8 Rectum L
100 CRW132 73f Grll Rectum L
101 CRW 133 66f Gr II, Duke C Rectum L
102 CRW 134 68f Gr II, Duke 81 Descending colon L
103 CRW135 691 Gr II, Duke C Ascending colon R
104 CRW 136 84m Gr II, Duke 82 Siamoid L

 
 
 



In most cancer types tumour size is the prognostic parameter. In colorectal cancer

however tumour size doesn't always correlate with prognosis. Instead the extend

of tumour infiltration and the presence of lymph node metastasis are the main

factors that determine the prognosis. Taking this into consideration the first

attempt to stage colorectal carcinoma was made in 1926. This staging system

consisted of three stages named A,B and C. Cuthbert Dukes later modified this

staging system, which is now recognised as the basis for staging of colorectal

cancer. An addition was made to Dukes' classification to form a fourth stage, yet

again this stage was further subdivided 1980. The complete staging therefore

contains stages A, B, C1, C2, 01 and 02.

Dukes' classification

According to Dukes' classification stage A is infiltration of the tumour into the

muscularis propria, stage B invasion occurs into the perirectal tissue. Stages C

and 0 are both subdivided into C1, C2, 01 and 02. Stage C1 involves adjacent

lymph node metastasis and C2 apical lymph node metastasis. 01 refers to "fixed"

cancers that have invaded adjacent organs and 02 is associated with the

presence of distant metastasis.

Broders' classification

This classification system grades the degree of histological differentiation of the

tumour. Where grade I is well differentiated, grade II moderately diffirentiated,

grade III poorly differentiated tumours and grade IV totally anaplastic tumours.
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